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Abstract

Recently engineering students whose training has traditionally focused on preparing them for the technical aspect of the workplace are receiving more instruction in communication. Senior Design courses offer an excellent opportunity for enhancing students’ writing and presenting skills because of the communication required between student teams, their clients, and their professors. At the School of Industrial and Systems Engineering (ISyE) at Georgia Tech, job communicative analysis, a systematic approach to identifying the writing and presenting demands of jobs, has been used to provide the basis for workplace communication instruction. During workplace interviews with practicing industrial engineers, supervisors, and CEOs, information and workplace examples have been collected. The information has been used to develop a list of criteria for communication excellence: the basis for developing workplace communication instruction to integrate with Senior Design. This article describes the use of the ISyE Communication Lab to implement and support the instruction. Lab activities and instructional tools will be covered as well as faculty and student feedback. The instructional tools will be made available to other institutions for use in their undergraduate engineering courses.

I. Introduction

In recent years, emphasis has increased on preparing engineering students for the communication needs of the workplace. In 2000, the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET) included oral and written communication in its accreditation criteria.¹ In 1999, the Society of Manufacturing Engineers conducted a survey of manufacturing engineers, managers, and training directors. Two of the conclusions were 1) the oral and written skills of engineering
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graduates are not high enough to meet job demands, and 2) this discrepancy in oral and written skills is one of the 10 most critical gaps.²

The School of Industrial and Systems Engineering at Georgia Tech has integrated workplace communication instruction into its Senior Design courses for the past three years. The instruction is based upon the use of job communicative analysis, a systematic process designed to identify the writing and presenting skills required in the workplace. The process involves interviews with industrial engineers, supervisors, and senior executives. The instructional materials and techniques built from the workplace research have been integrated into Senior Design through the use of a Communication Lab. The activities and instructional tools implemented in class and in the Lab will be described in this paper.

II. Background

Many studies have shown that engineers need good communication skills and have suggested a variety of educational emphases.³⁴⁵⁶ Much of the engineer’s time on the job is spent communicating. Two studies from 1996 ⁷ and 2001 ⁶ found that engineers spend more than half of their time communicating with others in writing and through oral discussions and presentations.

The information used to teach effective communication needs to come directly from the workplace. Linguistic research describes the different discourse communities of academia and the workplace.⁸ Expectations and shared knowledge are very different in the two settings. In order for communication instruction to be effective, it must conform to the needs and expectations of the workplace rather than academia.

Other research emphasizes the need for instruction with “high functional context”.⁹ If information and materials from the workplace, or the context in which the student will need to function well, are brought into the instructional setting, students are much more likely to apply what they learn in their courses to their work on the job.

One 2003 study described a variety of approaches used by institutions to enhance their engineering students’ communication skills.¹⁰ The four approaches were 1) writing across the engineering curriculum, 2) interdisciplinary courses, 3) integrated communication and engineering programs, and 4) support systems such as communication labs and writing centers. A number of institutions are beginning to use communication labs to support oral, or both oral and written, instruction for engineering undergraduates.¹¹ The National Communication Association 2001 conference highlighted the experiences of schools including Virginia Tech, the University of Richmond, Mount Holyoke College, the College of San Mateo, Ithaca College, the University of Colorado at Colorado Springs, and Southwest Texas State.¹²

The ISyE Communication Lab at Georgia Tech has built upon what has been done previously at other institutions. In addition, it has emphasized educational application of detailed instances collected from practicing engineers, supervisors and Chief Executive Officers (CEOs). The Job
Communicative Analysis process used will be described, and then the Lab activities will be covered along with the instructional tools.

III. Job Communicative Analysis

In Job Communicative Analysis, practicing engineers and supervisors are interviewed in person. They are asked to set aside the most important materials they write and create to use in presentations. For each material—whether it is an email, status or technical report, technical specifications, white paper, meeting minutes, or slides—the professionals are asked the following:

1) Who is the audience for the material? Is the audience technical or non-technical?
2) What is the purpose of the material?
3) How important is the material to getting your job done?
4) What steps are used to create it?
5) How do you determine when the material is well done?
6) Do new hires create similar material? If so, how important is it to performing their job?

The personal interviews result in the collection of a range of workplace materials along with information about each one. In addition to the personal interviews, telephone interviews are conducted with CEOs. They are asked to identify the two or three most important communication skills needed by engineers who work for their company. The results of all the interviews are used to identify communication skills needed by graduating engineering students. These skills form the basis for the activities and instructional tools used in the Communication Lab.

IV. Communication Lab Activities

The Communication Lab provides instruction and practice focused on effective communication as an integral part of engineering design work. Some lab activities take place in class in coordination with design projects. Other activities take place in the Lab where the focus is on service to individual students and teams. The activities include:

1) interactive discussions about audience analysis, presentation, and writing skills
2) panel discussions about workplace communication skills by recent graduates and senior executives
3) videotaping of in-class presentations with follow-up review and practice in the Lab
4) writing instruction and review in the Lab.

These activities and the instructional tools will be described briefly below. The instructional tools will be included in the conference presentation.
In-Class overviews of communication skills. The first type of activities is in-class overviews of audience analysis skills, presentation, and writing skills. In one overview, students fill out the audience analysis tools for their particular client. Topics covered in the tool are:

1) What role does each of your client contacts play?
2) What is their level of authority?
3) What do they expect the project outcome to be?
4) What do they value the most?

The students are asked to fill out the tools individually and then discuss their analysis with their team members. Interactive discussion in the beginning of Senior Design often reveals that individual analyses are different. Students fill out the audience analysis tools as a team several times over the course as they gain more understanding of and information about their client.

In the same overview, presentation pointers are described. This instructional tool includes a subset of the skills from the Norback Criteria for Communication Excellence chosen by the faculty teaching the course. The types of skills covered, along with examples, are:

1) conveys ideas and results (for example, including only relevant content in the presentation, emphasizing important information on the slides through the use of color or font, and including graphs and charts that are easy to understand)
2) stays professional (for instance, avoiding distracting gestures, transitioning smoothly to the next speaker, and using appropriate language)
3) keeps the audience’s attention (for example, maintaining good eye contact, responding appropriately to audience requests for clarification, and using inflection and voice modulation effectively)

The skills are demonstrated in the overview and illustrative examples from the workplace interviews are described. The discussion is interactive, with students providing examples of their own from the client projects.

A similar overview is given for workplace writing skills. Again, the skills are chosen by the Senior Design faculty from the same Criteria, and include the following:

1) conveying ideas and/or results (for instance, providing adequate support for conclusions)
2) structure and organization (for example, logical flow)
3) writing style (for instance, editing input from multiple authors so the text reads as if it had a single author).

In the overview, specific workplace examples are used to illustrate the skills.

Panels of workplace professionals. A second type of activity involves two kinds of panels of workplace professionals. The purpose of the panels is to increase student awareness of the
importance of effective communication on the job, and 2) of the skills they can enhance during the Senior Design experience. A panel of recent graduates and a panel of senior executives visit class for an interchange with students on the communication skills needed in the workplace, based on their experience. The panelists point out the skills on the criteria of communication excellence that are most important in their jobs. Recent graduates often describe their first day on the job and communication skills they have had to learn along the way. For instance, one recent graduate had to give a presentation during his first day on the job, based on information he had received earlier that same day. Another recent graduate described learning to be concise by receiving repeated instructions from his boss to fix the multiple drafts of a report he turned in. The boss only stopped returning the draft to the engineer when the report was finally sufficiently concise.

The senior executives focus on communication skills needed by engineers in their companies and specifically by engineers interacting with them. For example, one CEO mentioned that he needed to know right away what kind of decision was needed based on the communication, and how the decision would affect the bottom line. Another CEO related an incident where he told an engineer he had only five minutes to give a presentation that was prepared with the expectation of a 15-minute time slot. When the engineer started to give the prepared talk with no modifications, the CEO sent him away and asked him to return with a briefer talk.

Other topics for both the recent graduate panels and the senior executive panels have ranged from email to handling meetings to changing jobs to building trust through accurate communication.

**Videotaping class presentations.** The third type of activity supported by the Communication Lab is the videotaping of all class presentations. The presentations are preparation for client presentations, so feedback is provided to students in the Lab before they present to their clients. During classroom presentations, students are asked to interrupt the presenters with questions so the presenters are more prepared to deal with client questions. Different student teams role-play engineers in the client audience and managers in the client audience, to give presenters experience answering both technical questions and higher-level concerns. While presentations and questioning are going on, other teams use the Presentation Pointers tool to provide feedback to their peers. These forms are also filled out by the supervising faculty and communication expert.

When the videotape is reviewed in the Lab, the comments by the faculty, the communication expert, and the students are reviewed. The students who presented play an active role in critiquing themselves and each other. Focus is placed on areas that are done well along with those needing improvement. As part of the review in the Lab, students practice improving their skills by, for instance, editing their slides on the spot to be more concise or to have a better logical flow, and by presenting part of their talk again taking into account the feedback they just received.
Writing instruction. Individual and group writing instruction is the fourth type of activity supported by the Communication Lab. Lab staff provide in-person consultation based on the Writing Pointers tool and basic grammar, spelling, and structural issues. Lab staff use examples from the students’ draft materials to illustrate general points and then ask the students to practice applying the principles under the staff’s guidance.

V. Continuous faculty and student input

As described above, Senior Design faculty play an active role in designing the instructional tools by selecting the workplace skills they think their students are most in need of learning. They have also suggested several skills that have come up based on student performance in class. For example, “giving an informative presentation” and “using a logical flow” were added because of faculty input. In addition, some workplace skills have been dropped from the tools (although they remain in the Criteria for Communication Excellence) because they seemed by faculty to be higher-level communication skills. One example is the skill of assessing the audience for evidence of disagreement and responding appropriately. These skills may be included in future Senior Design courses. Faculty have also recommended future activities such as the culmination of the Senior Design courses with a competition for the best presentation. The judges would include senior executives as well as faculty.

Student feedback was gathered during the first three semesters of workplace communication instruction and has been reported separately (IEE article). During the past two semesters the Communication Lab has supported all of the instructional activities described above. Input from students regarding the Lab activities is now being collected and will be included in the conference presentation.

VI. Future work

In the future the activities of the Communication Lab will continue to be modified based on faculty and student assessment. Lab activities will expand to support other courses. For example, currently a project funded by the National Science Foundation is underway to integrate workplace communication instruction into the Technical Communication course.
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